AbstractÐConsider a hypercube of P n points described by n Boolean variables and a subcube of P m points, m n. As is well-known, the Boolean function with value 1 in the points of the subcube can be expressed as the product (AND) of n À m variables. The standard synthesis of arbitrary functions exploits this property. We extend the concept of subcube to the more powerful pseudocube. The basic set is still composed of P m points, but has a more general form. The function with value 1 in a pseudocube, called pseudoproduct, is expressed as the AND of n À m EXOR-factors, each containing at most m I variables. Subcubes are special cases of pseudocubes and their corresponding pseudoproducts reduce to standard products. An arbitrary Boolean function can be expressed as a sum of pseudoproducts (SPP). This expression is in general much shorter than the standard sum of products, as demonstrated on some known benchmarks. The logical network of an n-bit adder is designed in SPP, as a relevant example of application of this new technique. A class of symmetric functions is also defined, particularly suitable for SPP representation.
INTRODUCTION
T HIS is a contribution to Boolean functions and logical design, centered on the new concepts of pseudocube and pseudoproduct.
Consider a hypercube f n described by the Boolean variables x H Y XXXY x nÀI . The sets of P m points lying on subcubes f m f n , m n, are of paramount importance in Boolean algebra. In fact, the characteristic function of f m (i.e., the function with value 1 in the points of the subcube, and value 0 elsewhere) can be expressed as the product (AND) of the n À m variables having constant value in f m , either in direct or complemented form. The synthesis of arbitrary functions exploits this property.
In this paper, we generalize the concept of subcube to a more powerful one. The basic set, still composed of P m points, is now called pseudocube of degree m. Subcubes are special cases of pseudocubes. The interesting fact is that pseudocubes have simple algebraic expressions using Exclusive OR (EXOR). To get an intuition of how pseudocubes look, we can put the following initial definition:
1. any single point is a pseudocube of degree 0; 2. any pair of points is a pseudocube of degree 1; 3. a subset of P m points is a pseudocube of degree m if can be divided into two disjoint pseudocubes I , P of degree m À I, and there exists a subset of variables such that P can be derived from I by complementing the variables of in each of the points of I . For example, consider the set of P Q points in f R shown in the Karnaugh map of Fig. 1 . This set can be divided into two subsets I , P lying on the subcubes with x H H and x H I, respectively, such that P can be derived from I by complementing the value of x H in each of the points of I . In turn, I can be divided into two subsets II , IP , corresponding to x I H and x I I (first and second column of the map), and IP can be derived from II by complementing the values of x I and x Q . A similar decomposition clearly holds for P . Now, II and IP are pseudocubes of degree 1 by Item 2 above, therefore, I is a pseudocube of degree 2 by Item 3. Similarly, P is a pseudocube of degree 2. Therefore, is a pseudocube of degree 3. An algebraic expression for can be directly extracted from the set of its points. As we shall see, this expression is x I È x P È " x Q . Pseudocubes will be represented as Boolean matrices of P m rows (the points) and n columns (the variables). The definition given above will be substituted by another, based on the properties of such matrices. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 contains a discussion on Boolean matrices as a prerequisite to proving the results of the following sections. In particular, a matrix w is called balanced if its columns contain half 0s and half 1s, and this property repeats recursively on any submatrix obtained as the restriction of w to all the rows where an arbitrary variable has constant value. In Section 3, we formally define pseudocubes as sets of points whose matrix is balanced, and prove that pseudocubes exhibit several nice properties. For a given pseudocube of degree m, we define the class À of the pseudocubes obtained from by complementing a given arbitrary subset of variables and show that the elements of À are disjoint and tessellate f n . Furthermore, the union of any two pseudocubes of the same class À is a pseudocube, and the intersection of two arbitrary pseudocubes is either empty or is a pseudocube.
In Section 4, we introduce the pseudoproduct of degree m as the characteristic Boolean function of a pseudocube of the same degree. Pseudoproducts have a canonical algebraic expression indicated as CEX( ) consisting of the AND of n À m EXOR-factors, each containing at most m I literals. CEX( ) can be built in linear time from the points of . If is a subcube, the EXOR-factors reduce to single variables and CEX( ) reduces to the standard product expression. In the example of Fig. 1 , we have n R and m Q and the canonical expression CEX( ) = x I È x P È "
x Q consists of one EXOR-factor. Given two pseudoproducts I , P belonging to the same class À, we can construct CEX I P from CEX I and CEX P in linear time.
We then show how an arbitrary Boolean function f can be expressed as a sum (OR) of pseudoproducts and compare this new form (SPP) with the standard sum of products (SP) and with binary decision diagrams (BDD). In fact, SP is a particular case of SPP, but the latter is much shorter in general. As relevant examples of application of this new technique, we design the logical network of an nbit adder (Section 5), and derive the SPP expressions for some known benchmark Boolean functions (Section 6). We finally define a class of symmetric functions insensitive to the complementation of subsets of variables (Section 7) and show that they are particularly suitable for SPP representation.
To the best of our knowledge, this approach is completely new, except for some preliminary results that we have presented at a conference [10] . We regard this work as basic theory, mainly directed to the comprehension and algebraic representation of Boolean functions.
SOME PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN MATRICES
Boolean matrix theory is well-established (e.g., see [2] ). We introduce here some new definitions and properties of these matrices, with the sole purpose of proving the results reported in the following. The proofs of the formal statements of this section have been moved to an appendix, since they are not crucial to follow the development of our theory.
Given a binary vector u, its complement u is the elementwise Boolean complementation of u. The symbolû denotes u or u. 0 and 1 denote vectors of all Hs, or all Is, respectively. In the following, we shall always refer to binary vectors and binary matrices. Clearly, any vector of one or two elements is normal and any normal vecto r is balan ced. F or example, HHY HIHIY HIIHIHHI are normal (and balanced) vectors. By induction on m we can easily prove:
For example, the vector IIHHHHIIHHIIIIHH is 1-normal, with m R. We have v H II, v I HH, v P HH, and so on. The vector HHHHIIIIHHHHIIII is 2-canonical. We now extend the above concepts from vectors to matrices. Unless differently specified, a matrix will always have P m rows r H Y F F F Y r P m ÀI and n columns c H Y F F F Y c nÀI , n ! I and H m n.
Definition 4.
A matrix w is normal if r i T r j for i T j and all the columns are normal. A normal matrix is canonical if its rows, interpreted as binary numbers, are arranged in increasing order.
The matrix shown in Fig. 2 is canonical. An important property of canonical matrices is the following (the proof is in Appendix A). In a canonical matrix w, the columns c iH Y F F F Y c imÀI of Proposition 2 are called canonical columns of w (if several m À j À I-canonical columns exist, H j m À I, c ij is the one of smallest index among them). The other columns are the noncanonical ones. See Fig. 2 . We now extend the concept of balanced vectors to balanced matrices.
Definition 5. The restriction of a matrix w, composed of the rows whose elements in column c i are equal to 1 (respectively, equal to 0) is denoted by w i (respectively, w" i ). w is balanced if all its rows are pairwise different, all its columns are balanced, and each w i (hence, w" i ) is balanced, H i n À I.
The notation of Definition 5 is extended by writing w i for w i or w" i . Further restrictions w i j k XXX are indicated as w iY jY kXXX . For a given matrix, the property of being balanced is obviously not affected by row permutations. In addition, particular row permutations preserve normality. The following Propositions 3 and 4 show that normal and balanced matrices are the same up to row permutations (the proofs are in Appendix A).
Proposition 3. Any normal (in particular, canonical) matrix w is balanced.
Proposition 4. Any balanced matrix w can be transformed into the corresponding canonical matrix by rearranging the rows, interpreted as binary numbers, in increasing order.
From a computational point of view, we can test whether a matrix w is balanced in ÂP m Â n time (i.e., in time linear with the size of the input matrix). The algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 1(check balancing of a matrix w) 1. check that all the columns of w are balanced; 2. sort the rows of w as they were binary numbers; 3. check that all the columns thus obtained are normal.
Phase 1 can be trivially executed in ÂP m Â n. Phase 2 can be executed in equal time using Radix-Sort. In Phase 3, the control of normality of each column c h is done in ÂP m time, recursively checking the normality of c h H X P mÀI À I, and then checking that c h H X P mÀI À I c h P mÀI X P m À I, or c h H X P mÀI À I c h P mÀI X P m À I. If Phase 1 or Phase 3 fail, the algorithm stops declaring w nonbalanced.
PSEUDOCUBES
Consider a set fs H Y F F F Y s P m ÀI g of P m points of f n , m n. We can obviously represent as a Boolean matrix, with the rows associated to the points s H Y F F F Y s P m ÀI and the columns associated to the variables x H Y F F F Y x nÀI . We shall indifferently refer to points or rows, and to variables or columns. We formally pose: Definition 6. A pseudocube of degree m is a set of P m points whose matrix is balanced or, equivalently, it is canonical up to a permutation of rows (Propositions 3 and 4).
Note that any set of one or two points is a pseudocube. The reader may check that the sets of points marked in the two Karnaugh maps of Fig. 3 are pseudocubes. For example, the set marked with has matrix H  H  H  H  I  H  I  I  I  I  I  I  H  I  H which is balanced and becomes canonical, permuting the third and fourth rows. Algorithm 1 can be directly applied to check if a set f n is a pseudocube. A cube f nÀk f n , H k n, is a subset of P nÀk points, whose matrix has k constant columns and n À k divided columns. Sorting the rows as increasing binary numbers, we obtain a canonical matrix. That is, a cube is a special case of pseudocube where only the canonical columns are divided. We shall see that pseudocubes maintain some basic properties generally ascribed to cubes.
Definition 7. For a point s P f n and a subset of variables , the transformed point s is obtained from s by complementing the variables in . For a set of points , the transformed set is the set fs X s P g. Y. Consider now complementing a variable x i in g. This has the same effect as complementing all the variables x j in xg such that x j i x j " i , where x j k denotes the restriction of the column x j to w k . If no such variable x j exists, then complementing x i amounts to a permutation of the rows of w, bringing P onto itself. Therefore, for fx H Y F F F Y x mÀI g there is a (possibly empty) subset fx m Y F F F Y x nÀI g such that , and the previous analysis shows that Y for T Y, for Y. Finally, if has variables in g and in xg, the effect of the two subsets can be analyzed separately. The previous analysis again shows that Y, or .
t u
The proof of Proposition 5 contains the seeds of a more general result. In fact, distinct subsets of variables , corresponding to noncanonical columns generate disjoint pseudocubes , . Since there are P nÀm such subsets, there are at least P nÀm disjoint pseudocubes generated from . Moreover, Proposition 5 also states that no two pseudocubes generated from may partially overlap. We then have: Theorem 1. For any pseudocube of degree m, there are exactly P nÀm disjoint pseudocubes (including ) of degree m obtained from by complementation of variables. These pseudocubes are exactly the ones obtained by complementing the noncanonical variables of the canonical matrix in all possible ways. These pseudocubes form a class, denoted by À , that tessellates f n .
Note that À À for any . Two families À in f R are shown in Fig. 3 . x H and x I are the canonical variables for both families. In the first map, the pseudocube marked with derives from the one marked with by complementing the noncanonical variable x P , or the canonical variable x H . Then, complementing x H and x P brings the pseudocube onto itself. In the second map, the pseudocube marked with f derives from the one marked with g by complementing x P and x Q . Complementing x I brings the pseudocube onto itself. A relevant result is the following:
is a pseudocube (of degree m I) if and only if P À .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5, represent by a canonical matrix w with canonical columns associated to
We prove that is a pseudocube. can be represented by a canonical matrix x, obtained from w complementing the columns of . Then, can be represented by the matrix obtained attaching x to w. The columns of belonging to have the structure v v, and the other columns have the structure vv, with v normal since it comes from w. That is, all the columns of are normal, hence, is a pseudocube by Proposition 3.
Only if part. Let be a pseudocube: We prove that P À . Choose the canonical matrix x to represent , and attach x to w to form a matrix representing . Since the columns of must be balanced, any variable x i divided in w (in particular, x H Y F F F Y x mÀI ) must be also divided in x. Take any pair of variables x i Y x j P fx H Y F F F Y x mÀI g and consider i (the restriction of to the rows with x i I). We have that x j is divided in w i and is balanced in i , therefore, it is divided in x i . That is, x i and x j are discordant in x. We conclude that x H Y F F F Y x mÀI are divided and pairwise discordant in x, and form the canonical part of x. The proof now proceeds by induction on m. The basis m I holds as a consequence of the fact that any balanced vector of four elements is normal. Let the assertion hold for m À I. Note that w H , w" H , x H , x" H correspond to pseudocubes of degree m À I and that w H w" H , x H x" H , w H x H H correspond to pseudocubes. Then, by induction, w H , w" H , x H , x" H are all in the same class À. Therefore, each column of has the formûûûû. Consider now the submatrix XX" I " P XX mÀI composed of the four starting rows of w" H , w H , x" H , x H . In each column, contains the starting elements of the four vectorsû above. The values of these elements determine if the correspondingû has the actual configuration u or u. Being a restriction of , is the matrix of a pseudocube of degree 2, therefore, its columns are balanced (hence, normal). It is immediate to verify that all the corresponding arrangements of uûûû can be rewritten as wŵ. That is, and belong to the same class À.
Let us now see how a pseudocube of degree m can be extended to one of degree m I.
Definition 8. Given a pseudocube of degree m ! I and a point u T P , the extension i Y u is a set of points such that u P i Y u, and i Y u is a pseudocube of degree m I.
Proposition 6. For any pseudocube of degree m ! I and any point u T P , i Y u exists and is uniquely determined, and i Y u P À . From the proof of Proposition 6, we can make the following:
Observation 1. Given three points uY vY w, there exists exactly one point z such that fuY vY wY zg is a pseudocube.
In this simple case there is an immediate construction for z since the value of each variable in z can be determined by balancing the corresponding column. For example:
The concept of extension is needed to prove some further results. We have:
Let be a pseudocube of degree r and be a pseudocube of degree p, with r ! P, I p`r, and & . For any point u P À we have i Y u & .
Proof. 1. We first prove the proposition for p I by induction on r. Let fvY wg. Basis. r P. Immediate from Observation 1. Inductive step. r ! P. Assuming that the hypothesis holds for r, we prove that it holds for r I. Represent the matrix w of in normal form, and partition w from the top into four consecutive normal submatrices eY fY gY h, each composed of P rÀP rows. ef and gh will denote the top and bottom halves of w.
a. If vY wY u are all in ef, or all in gh, the proposition holds by the inductive hypothesis; b. Let vY w be in ef and u be in gh (all other cases are similar). Use the permutations PERM1, PERM2, PERM3 given in Appendix A that preserve the normality of w. It is easy to see that, with some permutations where we set k m À Q, v and w can be brought into e, leaving u in gh. Then, with one permutation where we set k m À P, u is brought into f, leaving vY w in A. We now have vY wY u in ef, and the inductive hypothesis applies. 2. We now prove the proposition for any p b I. Take an arbitrary point v P . Consider the subset of variables such that v u. We have i Y u . Take an arbitrary point z T u in i Y u. We prove that z P , hence, i Y u & . Consider the point w such that w z. Note that w P . Since fvY wg is a pseudocube, and fvY wg fuY zg P ÀfvY wg, then fvY wY uY zg is a pseudocube by Theorem 2. Therefore, fzg i fvY wgY u, that is z P by point 1.
The preceding results show how a pseudocube of degree m, and a point external to it, determine a pseudocube of degree m I containing the two. Indeed, a stronger result holds:
is uniquely determined, and we have dlog P ke t k À I.
Proof. The lower bound is trivial since a pseudocube of degree`dlog P ke contains less than k points. To prove the upper bound, consider the pseudocubes i , H i k À I, built as follows:
Note that all the i are uniquely determined by Proposition 6. We now prove by induction on i that, for
Assuming that the hypothesis holds for i À I, we prove that it holds for i. For We finally study how pseudocubes intersect.
Theorem 4. Let and be pseudocubes of degree p, r, respectively. Then, either Y or is a pseudocube of degree ! p r À n.
P r o o f .
T h e c a s e Y i s t r i v i a l . I f fs H Y F F F Y s kÀI g, k ! I, then both and must contain the minimum pseudocube containing s H Y F F F Y s kÀI , as shown in the proof of Theorem 3. This implies that fs H Y F F F Y s kÀI g , that is, is a pseudocube. We now prove a lower bound for j j. Consider the set f I Y F F F Y h g of the elements of À that have nonempty intersection with ( is one of these elements).
i , I i h, is a pseudocube as proven above, with j i j P ri for proper r i . For any pair j Y k , we have that j k is a pseudocube by Theorem 2, therefore, j k is a pseudocube and jj P q for proper q. We then have P rj P rk P q , t h a t i m p l i e s r j r k . T h e n , j I j F F F j h j P , with P p ah P . The value of is minimum if all the elements of À have nonempty intersection with , that is, h P nÀr . We then have
At the beginning of this section, we saw that any cube f k f n , H k n, is a pseudocube. Let us now discuss how the main properties of pseudocubes are interpreted for cubes. Theorem 1 applies directly to cubes, implicitly defining the tessellation Àg for a given cube g, whose members are cubes. Theorem 2 holds only in its ªonly ifº part. That is, if g and h are cubes of degree m, g h Y, the fact that g h is a cube implies h P Àg, but the union of two cubes of the same family À is not necessarily a cube (but, obviously, is a pseudocube). For a cube g of degree m ! I and a point u T P g, we can sharpen Definition 8 by letting i gY u be a set of points containing u such that g i gY u is a cube of degree m I. The existence of i gY u is not guaranteed in this case, however, if i gY u exists, then it is uniquely determined and i gY u P Àg. Theorem 4 holds unchanged for cubes. Finally, note that no useful adaptation can be done for Theorem 3 because the smallest cube containing two given points can be as large as f n . This occurs, for example, for t h e p o i n t s
PSEUDOPRODUCTS
Our first concern is now to derive a concise algebraic expression of the characteristic function of a pseudocube. We use the Boolean operators OR (symbol +), AND (symbol Á), and EXOR (symbol È). Since these operators are commutative and associative, they are naturally applied to any number of variables. In particular, we define an EXORfactor as a single variable or as a string of variables connected by EXOR in any order. The following lemma contains two equalities that can be easily proven by induction: Lemma 1. Let y I Y XXXY y k be Boolean variables, k ! P. We have:
, combined with the commutativity of EXOR, shows that complementing any variable in an EXOR-factor amounts to complementing the whole factor. This also immediately implies:
the number of complementations in the left-hand side is even; y I È y P È XXX È y k y I È y P È XXX È " y k , if the number of complementations in the left-hand side is odd.
We now pose: Definition 9. Let be a pseudocube of degree m in f n ; let w be the canonical matrix of ; and let x p H Y F F F Y x p mÀI and x p m Y F F F Y x p nÀI be the canonical and noncanonical variables, respectively, with these two sets ordered for increasing values of the indices. The canonical expression associated with , denoted by gi , is given by f H Á f I Á F F F Á f nÀmÀI , where each f i , H i n À m À I, is an EXOR-factor containing the following variables:
1. the canonical variables x pj , H j m À I such that wHY p mi T wP mÀjÀI Y p mi ; these variables are ordered for increasing indexes; 2. the noncanonical variable x pmi if wHY p mi I or " x p mi if wHY p mi H.
Note that gi contains an EXOR-factor for each noncanonical variable. For the pseudocube I whose matrix w I is shown in Fig. 4 we have:
Note that the canonical matrix of a pseudocube can be Proof By induction on m. Basis.m H. consists of one point. All the variables are noncanonical. gi reduces to a product (minterm)
x p H Á F F F Á x p nÀI , built according to Definition 9.2. Inductive step. m b I. Denote by I , P the pseudocubes of degree m À I whose canonical matrices are w " pH and w pH , respectively. Inductively assume that gi I and gi P are valid expressions for I , P . Note that the canonical variables of I and P are x pI Y F F F Y x pmÀI , while x pH is constant in I and P , hence, is a noncanonical variable for the two pseudocubes. Applying Definition 9.2 to the column p H of w " p H and w p H , we h a v e gi I " 
and this expression coincides with CEX(P). Since gi I gi P is an expression for the characteristic function of , the theorem immediately follows. t u
Since a subcube f m is a particular case of pseudocube of degree m, a product is a particular case of pseudoproduct. The AND expression of a product is a limit case of CEX expression. In fact, the n À m variables appearing in the product have constant values in the corresponding subcube and constitute the noncanonical variables of the pseudocube. In general, the CEX expression of a pseudoproduct of degree m contains n À m EXOR-factors (Definition 9), hence, at most n À mm I literals.
Unlike for the limit case of a product, the CEX expression of a pseudoproduct depends, in general, on the ordering of the variables because the canonical variables of the pseudocube are chosen according to the (conventional) values of their indices. For the matrix w I of Fig. 4 , the new ordering x H x R x S x I x P x Q x T would imply that x H Y x R Y x S are the canonical variables, yielding the new CEX expression:
Note that this expression is different from (1) and contains more literals (but, obviously, the same number of EXORfactors). From Theorem 5, we have that any pseudocube of degree n À I has a canonical expression consisting of one EXORfactor. Conversely, given an EXOR-factor f, there exists a pseudocube of degree n À I whose pseudoproduct can be expressed by f (not necessarily in CEX form). To prove this point, first apply Lemma 2 to transform f into an equivalent EXOR-factor f H with the same variables of f, all in direct form, or with the last variable complemented. Using Definition 9, we can then reconstruct the unique pseudocube such that gi f H . Given two pseudocubes I , P of degree m such that there exists a subset of variables with P I , we have that I P is a pseudocube of degree m I (Theorem 2). I and P have the same canonical and noncanonical variables and may be limited to noncanonical variables (proof of Proposition 5). We now study how to derive gi from gi I and gi P . Note that will have the same canonical variables of I , P , plus a new one taken from the noncanonical variables of I , P .
Let fx iH Y F F F Y x inÀmÀI g be the set of noncanonical variables of I and P and let
, w e h a v e gi I gi P f ikI Á F F F Á f inÀmÀI , which is the expression gi . x iH is the new canonical variable of , and does not appear in that expression (in fact, I and P are identical in the subexpressions with x iH H and x iH I).
For jj b I, we have, by Lemma 1.2:
We transform this expression into gi by the following rule:
is an EXOR-factor that is rearranged as follows I are the ones to be checked in Definition 9. We have P I with fx P Y x Q Y x T g. x i H , the complementation is moved from this variable to the last variable x ij of f P i j to obtain the expression f Q i j ; note that f Q i j is an EXORfactor containing some canonical variables, and the noncanonical variables x iH and x ij ; include x iH among the canonical variables, and reorder this set for increasing values of the indices, to obtain the expression g i j ( x i j remains in the last position); 3. Expression (3) has been transformed into the form 
1.
and, applying Rule 1:
where x P is the new canonical variable.
In summary, for a pseudocube I P , gi can be built from gi I and gi P with the following Algorithm 2. The time is linear with the size of the input expressions.
Algorithm 2 (build gi from gi I , gi P 1. compare gi I with gi P to determine if I and P belong to the same class; this occurs when the two expressions are represented by two identical strings, except, possibly, for the last variable of each EXOR-factor that may appear in direct or complemented form. If this is the case, derive ; 2. ifjj I (i.e., fx i H g then build gi by suppressing from gi I the EXOR-factor containing x i H else derive (3) and apply Rule 1.
Algorithm 2 is the basis of a synthesis method to be discussed in Section 6.
EXPRESSING BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS: THE ADDER
The algebraic representation of Boolean functions is a crucial tool in digital design and symbolic manipulation [7] . After the initial development of Switching Theory, in the fifties and sixties, there has been a steady interest in the applications of synthesis techniques that are now directed to VLSI design [4] , [11] . For this purpose, Boolean functions are represented by algebraic expressions or binary decision diagrams (BDD) [1] , [3] . Let us discuss the role of pseudoproducts in this area, showing how they can be used to derive the expression of an arbitrary function. A comparison will be made with the algebraic representation in disjunctive form, also called ªsum of productsº (SP), and with BDDs in some significant cases.
The simplest case is the one of a function that is a pseudoproduct, hence, is directly expressed in CEX form. Since such a function is defined on the P m points of a pseudocube , its specification (truth table) has size ÂP m Â n. For m Ân, the time to build CEX(P) is exponential in n, although the length of CEX(P) is yn P . This is clearly unavoidable when building any algebraic expression for , since the whole specification of must be examined.
An obvious example of pseudoproduct is the parity function in f n that has value 1 exactly in the points of a pseudocube of degree n À I. This function is expressed in CEX form as a single EXOR-factor containing n literals (in fact, the EXOR of all the variables, one of which in complemented form) versus a minimal SP containing nP nÀI literals and a reduced BDD containing Pn nonterminal nodes. Some examples in f R are the eight functions with value 1 in the pseudocubes of Fig. 3 . It can be easily verified that all of them have CEX expressions shorter than the corresponding minimal SP forms and a number of literals smaller than the number of nonterminal nodes of the reduced BDDs.
In general, an arbitrary function can be expressed as a disjunction of pseudoproducts, giving rise to a ªsum of pseudoproductsº (SPP) form. For example, the set of points of f S marked with and/or in Fig. 5 is the union of two partially overlapping pseudocubes , . The function with value 1 in the points of is then expressed as CEX + CEX , that is:
while the minimal SP for the same function contains 27 literals, and the reduced BDD contains nine nonterminal nodes. If a function has to be implemented as a digital circuit, the role of SPP crucially relies on the use of EXOR gates (see [8] , [13] , [22] for their realization). Moreover, passing from SP to SPP amounts to pass from a two-level to a three-level circuit. These features have always to be taken into account, and will not be further repeated.
Important examples of SPP forms are encountered in the design of an n-bit adder. First, consider a stage of a carryripple adder with three inputs , (local digits), and where the SPP forms are much more compact. A more interesting circuit is a fully parallel n-bit adder, with inputs e nÀI nÀP F F F H , f nÀI nÀP F F F H , and output s n s nÀI F F F s H . Each output s i will be obtained as a function of the inputs i Y F F F Y H Y i Y F F F Y H , in SP, or SPP, form. For studying these functions, we make use of the function carry i relative to the sum of iÀI F F F H plus iÀI F F F H , although this carry will not be explicitly generated by the circuit. For SP, define s i through the relations:
s H H H H H Y s i i i i i i i i i i i i i Y i b HY R
where i and i are recursively defined as:
These relations can be used to derive the minimal SP forms for all the s i . In fact, the expressions for s i and i cannot be further reduced, independently of the fact that, in the righthand side of the relations, i , i are variables and i is a function. For example, we have:
H H I I H I I H I I H I I H I I H H X
Instead of giving the minimal SP expression for each s i , we evaluate the complexity of this expression in terms of the number Å i of its products and the number Ã i of its literals. For this purpose, we need to evaluate the numbers % i , ! i , and % i , ! i of products and literals of i and i , respectively. From (5.1) and (5.2), we derive the recurrences:
that have solutions:
From (4), we then have:
To compute the number of literals of s i , note that, when each term i i i of (4) is expanded by substituting the expression for i , each product appearing in i is multiplied by two new variables. We then have:
For example, from (6) and (7), we have Å I T, Ã I PH, that are the numbers of products and literals of the minimal SP form of s I , as found in the algebraic expression for s I above. As a conclusion, we note that both Å i and Ã i grow exponentially with i.
To express s i in SPP, we represent our functions in the recursive maps of Fig. 6 (not necessarily Karnaugh maps) that are easily constructed from the definition of sum and carry. Each submap containing a function (e.g., the submap of s i for i i HH, containing i ) recursively stands for the map of that function (i.e., the map of i labeled with gi iÀI È iÀI gi , where gi is recur-
is a new canonical variable and iÀI is a new noncanonical variable. To form a (not necessarily minimal) SPP expression for i , we consider all the pseudoproducts of iÀI , pairwise combined as above, plus the pseudoproduct i i corresponding to the submap for iÀI iÀI II, which contains all 1s. We inductively assume that iÀI is expressed in SPP, to obtain:
Similarly, we have:
Consider now s i . We can combine the pseudocubes in the two submaps containing i and the ones in the two submaps containing i , to obtain the expression:
Combining (8), (9), and (10), we directly obtain an SPP form for s i that can be easily simplified to the following:
It must be noted that all the pseudoproducts appearing in (11) correspond to disjoint pseudocubes, because any two of them respectively contain the disjoint factors j È j and j È j . The last pseudoproduct represents the bottom-left to top-right diagonal of the map of s i , which contains all 1s.
To compare the complexity of this new expression with the one of a minimal SP form for s i , let us evaluate the number É i of its pseudoproducts, the number Ç i of its EXOR-factors, and the number Á i of its literals. By inspection of (11) we immediately have:
Comparing the values of É i and Ç i with Å i of (6) may not be particularly significant, due to the different structure of the two forms. The superiority of SPP over SP is clearly proven by examining the number of literals. Note the quadratic growth of Á i versus the exponential growth of Ã i shown in (7) .
Many other circuits have been proposed for the adder and is out of our scope to compare them all. We simply recall that a three-level n-bit adder based on PLAs with input decoders has been proposed in [16] . This circuit has n P I PLA columns (products), hence, a cubic number of literals.
MINIMIZATION AND BENCHMARK RESULTS
In the previous section, we have shown that the SPP forms for addition are very compact. Indeed, this may not be surprising, due to the presence of EXOR operators in the CEX expressions of the pseudoproducts and to the particular distribution of the 1s in the functions to be represented. However, we speculate on the possibility of using SPP to express arbitrary functions economically, hence, to get small circuits.
An important approach based on an AND±EXOR form was devised long ago by Reed and Muller to represent arbitrary functions [5] , [12] . This form is extensively used for function classification [19] , [20] and has originated several methods for circuit synthesis. In particular, heuristics for generating short AND±EXOR forms, and Decode± AND±EXOR forms have been, respectively, proposed in [18] , [23] and [15] . Other three-level forms using EXOR are proposed in [9] , [14] , [17] . None of these techniques, however, has reached the maturity of SP minimization. Our SPP method is a direct generalization of the one for SP where pseudoproducts are substituted for products and benefits of a well-established structure.
A basic concept related to SP forms is the one of prime implicant of a function f, that is, a product implying (i.e., covered by) f and not implying any other product implying f. As is well-known, a minimal SP form for f can be built as a disjunction of prime implicants only. This concept immediately extends to the one of prime pseudoproduct, that is, a pseudoproduct implying f and not implying any other pseudoproduct of f.
Prime pseudoproducts can be built with successive pairwise combinations of pseudocubes of smaller order belonging to the same class À, using Algorithm 2 of Section 4. This suggests an immediate extension of the classical SP minimization methods to construct an SPP form with minimal number of pseudoproducts, composed of prime pseudoproducts only. For example, the wellknown method of Quine-McCluskey [7] can be immediately reformulated as follows: Algorithm 3. (build an SPP with minimal number of pseudoproducts) 1. Start from the CEX expressions of all the pseudoproducts of degree k I (i.e., CEX of all the pairs of points); 2. For increasing k, generate the CEX expressions of the pseudoproducts of degree k I from pairs of pseudoproducts of degree k by applying Algorithm 2 to the corresponding pseudocubes; for each k, retain only the pseudoproducts corresponding to pseudocubes that cannot be combined into larger ones, as the prime pseudoproducts of degree k; 3. Make a minimal selection of prime pseudoproducts covering the whole function; the OR of their CEX expressions gives a minimal SPP.
The CEX expression of a pseudoproduct built by composition of two pseudoproducts of smaller degree contains one EXOR-factor less than the ones of the two components. Then, an SPP form with minimal number of EXOR-factors can also be built with prime pseudoproducts only. Algorithm 3 can be easily transformed for this purpose with an immediate adaptation of Step 3. Deriving an SPP form with minimal number of literals is a more complex task. First, the number of literals in a CEX expression may depend on the ordering of the variables, as noted in Section 4. That is, the minimization holds relative to a chosen ordering. Second, when two CEX expressions are combined by Algorithm 2, the number of literals in the new expression not necessarily decreases. For I P , we have, from Rule 1, that gi and gi I (or, similarly, gi P ) differ for a portion of the formula, respectively, "
Although the former portion contains, in general, fewer literals than the latter, due to the simplification introduced by the rule, this is not necessarily true. The most elementary instances of this fact are found in f Q . The points 000 and 111 constitute two pseudocubes I , P of degree 0. Their union is a pseudocube of degree 1.
The expressions for I , P have three EXOR-factors (reduced to single variables) and three literals, while the expression for has two EXORfactors and four literals. As a consequence, the construction of an SPP with minimum number of literals cannot be limited to prime pseudoproducts. Indeed, in such a construction a pseudoproduct can be excluded from consideration only if is covered by another pseudoproduct whose expression contains fewer literals. The above property is implemented in an easy modification of Algorithm 3. We have:
Algorithm 4 (build an SPP with minimal number of literals, under a chosen ordering of variables) 1. Start from the CEX expressions of all the pseudoproducts of degree k H (single points); 2. For increasing k, generate the CEX expressions of the pseudoproducts of degree k I from pairs of pseudoproducts of degree k; discard a pseudoproduct of degree k if its CEX expression contains h literals and is combined into one of degree k I whose expression contains h literals; 3. Make a selection with minimal number of literals from among the pseudoproducts retained in Step 2 (with extended terminology, call them also ªprime pseudoproductsº when referring to Algorithm 4).
Depending on the function, the number of literals in a minimal SPP expression is less than or equal to the number of literals in a minimal SP expression for the same function. If the two numbers are equal, Algorithm 4 may, in fact, generate an SP expression as a special case of SPP.
Comparing Algorithms 3 and 4, we see that the selection in Step 3 is made from among a larger number of pseudoproducts in Algorithm 4 than in Algorithm 3. This does not increase the asymptotic worst-case complexity of the method, since the minimization problem is NP-hard for SP [6] and for BDD [3] , and remains clearly NP-hard for SPP in its two variants. In other words, all minimization techniques are, in theory, very hard. In practice, SP minimization is often rather easy, although some functions of many variables may force us to derive a suboptimal expression heuristically, due to the high complexity of the computation required to attain a minimal form [4] , [11] . In SPP minimization, this situation is much more likely to occur due to the possibly huge number of prime pseudoproducts of the function. On the other hand, we may expect that most functions have an SPP expression much shorter than the corresponding minimal SP, since there are many more pseudoproducts than products. The results obtained with some benchmarks confirm these observations, as we now outline.
We have adopted the benchmarks functions of [21] that are widely used in the evaluation of synthesis methods (e.g., see [4] , [15] ). The results for eight such functions are shown in the upper section of Table 1 , as samples of the potentiality of our method (Algorithm 4 has been used for SPP). All of them have a few input variables so that the minimal expressions were determined. The different outputs of each function have been minimized separately and, for two of them, the results relative to the single outputs are reported in the two lower sections of the table. The function newtplI yields identical results in SP and SPP, meaning that the prime pseudoproducts in the minimal form are, in fact, prime implicants. For the functions mxRT, dP, newwp, and dI, the size of the minimal PSS expression is about one half of the corresponding SP. The three functions rdUQ, zR, and rdSQ show a much greater improvement of SPP over SP. Among the results for the single outputs of rdUQ and zR, we find that rdUQP and zRQ are, indeed, single pseudoproducts, with enormous advantage, in particular for rdUQP. Single outputs consisting of single pseudoproducts are encountered in five other cases (not shown) for the functions studied in Table 1 . On the negative side, we note a generalized greater effort to produce the SPP minimal forms, due to the highest number of prime pseudoproducts over prime implicants.
A SPECIAL CLASS OF FUNCTIONS
To conclude our discussion on SPP forms, let us now characterize a class of functions suitable for efficient SPP representation, based on special symmetries. It is known that the class of symmetric Boolean functions (i.e., functions insensitive to variable permutations) is particularly suitable for BDD representation [3] . For SPP, we define a new type of symmetry. Given a function f with value 1 in f n and a subset of variables , denoted by f, the function with value 1 in the points of (see Definition 7).
Definition 10. A function f is auto-symmetric in if f f.
In the function f of Fig. 7 , complementing x H and x I amounts to moving each 1 onto another 1 without changing the function. That is, f is auto-symmetric in fx H Y x I g (but not in fx H g or in fx I g). Other examples are the function with value 1 in the points marked or in Fig. 5 , which is autosymmetric in fx H Y x Q g; and the parity function, which is auto-symmetric in any subset of variables of even cardinality. If a function is auto-symmetric in two different subsets Y , it is clearly auto-symmetric also in È . The function of Fig. 7 is auto-symmetric in fx H Y x I g, fx H Y x P g, and fx I Y x P g fx H Y x I g È fx H Y x P g. For the parity function, note that if two sets Y have even cardinality, the set È also has even cardinality.
A product function p is auto-symmetric in any subset of the variables which do not appear in the AND expression of p (i.e., in any subset of canonical variables). This is not necessarily true for pseudoproducts. In fact, if p is a pseudoproduct auto-symmetric in , then must contain at least one canonical variable (otherwise, p T p by Theorem 1). For an arbitrary function, we have: Proposition 8. Let f be auto-symmetric in and p be a prime pseudoproduct of f. Then, Vx i P , the pseudocube associated with p is composed of two pseudocubes lying in the subspaces f nÀI with x i H and x i I, respectively. Proposition 8 is the basis of a stronger result, relating auto-symmetry to primality. We have:
Let f k be the restriction of f to the subspace f nÀk with x j I F F F x j k v, where v is an arbitrary binary vector of k elements. Then, f k and f have the same number of prime pseudoproducts.
Proof. We prove that each pseudocube associated to a prime pseudoproduct of f is divided into P k equal pseudocubes, lying in the subspaces where x j I Y F F F Y x j k assume all the possible sets of values. For k I this thesis follows from Proposition 8. Then, proceed by induction. Let the thesis hold for the restriction f kÀI of f to the subspace f nÀkÀI with x j I F F F x j kÀI v, where v is a n y b i n a r y v e c t o r o f k À I e l e m e n t s . S i n c e x j I Y F F F Y x j kÀI T P k , the variations induced on f by complementing the variables in k move the 1s of f kÀI onto themselves. That is, f kÀI is auto-symmetric in k . Therefore, by Proposition 8, each pseudocube associated with a prime pseudoproduct of f kÀI is composed of two pseudocubes, lying in the subspaces with x j I F F F x j kÀI x j k vH and x j I F F F x j kÀI x j k vI. The theorem immediately follows.
The function f of Fig. 7 has two prime pseudoproducts of degree n À I Q, with CEX expressions x Q and x H È x I È x P , respectively. The three sets of auto-symmetry of f cannot be chosen together, to fulfill the conditions of Theorem 6. Groups of two sets do. We may choose, for example:
which fulfill the theorem. Let f k be the restriction of f to the subspace with x H x I HH. Both f and f k have two prime pseudoproducts, with each of the latter covering one fourth of the 1s of one prime pseudoproduct of f. Auto-symmetric functions are then suitable for SPP representation, in particular when the minimization of the number of pseudoproducts, or of EXOR-factors, is sought for. In this case, only prime pseudoproducts are considered and the study of f can be carried out on the restriction f k . The algebraic expresson of f is then easily found from the one of f k . Large values of k in Theorem 6 generally imply SPP forms composed of a few prime pseudoproducts. If a function consists of the union of a few auto-symmetric functions, it is also suitable for SPP representation. In particular, if f has value 1 in P m points and k m, f k reduces to a single point, hence, f is a pseudoproduct. If each i contains only one variable, f is a product.
Significant examples of auto-symmetry are exhibited by the functions s i (sum) and i (carry) of an n-bit adder, discussed in Section 5. Refer to the definition of s i and i as presented in the maps of Fig. 6 . Consider a map labeled j , j . After the recursive substitutions of the submaps, the columns (respectively, the rows) of the map become labeled with vectors j jÀI F F F H (respectively, j jÀI where r iÀI is defined in Fig. 8 . Similarly, we have:
where t i is also defined in Fig. 8 . The function s i is defined in f Pi . Its components d i and t i are auto-symmetric. In fact, d i is auto-symmetric in
Therefore, by Theorem 6, d i c a n b e s t u d i e d i n t h e s u b s p a c e f i w i t h i iÀI F F F H HH F F F H, where the restriction consists of one prime pseudoproduct with a single 1. d i is then expressed by one prime prime pseudoproduct, as already found in (11) .
Consider now t i . Recalling that
Selecting i from the first set and i from the second, we have, from Theorem 6, that t i can be studied in the subspace f PiÀP with i i HH. That is, we can restrict our study to the prime pseudoproducts of the function iÀI that is, in turn, given in (15) . This function is composed of the product iÀI iÀI and the function r iÀI , which is auto-symmetric in f iÀI Y iÀI g (Fig. 8) . r iÀI is then studied in the subspace f PiÀQ with iÀI H. Indeed, the function has its 1s only in iÀI iÀI HI, therefore, the examination can be restricted to this subspace only. Here, we find iÀP and the reasoning repeats recursively until the function reduces to a single point. Since, at each step, we add a new prime pseudopro-duct i j , the function iÀI is expressed by the OR of i prime pseudoproducts, as already found in (8) .
Combining all these results, s i is expressed by the OR of i I prime pseudoproducts that are exactly the ones included in (11).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have introduced the new concept of pseudocube in f n , as an extension of the concept of subcube. Pseudocubes exhibit several properties already known for subcubes, plus some new strong ones. We have studied the characteristic function of a pseudocube, called pseudoproduct, and its algebraic expression in EXOR-AND form: This is our ªnew Boolean functionº. The expression of a pseudoproduct is a basic tool for the algebraic representation of arbitrary Boolean functions, in the form of sum of pseudoproducts (SPP). Compared with other forms based on EXOR, SPP is completely new.
We have developed this work to contribute to the comprehension, classification, and algebraic representation of Boolean functions. However, we have also argued that SPP may be an economic form to express functions, leading to small combinatorial circuits. For this purpose, we have determined the SPP expressions for the output functions of a parallel adder, as a significant example of the advantages of our approach. Experiments on popular benchmarks for logic synthesis have also given encouraging results.
As in all initial works, much effort is still needed to prove the versatility of pseudoproducts and their role in Boolean algebra and circuit design. A challenging issue is to study the relations between SPP forms and binary decision diagrams (BDDs) and, in particular, the use of BDDs to build SPP forms, as done in [4] for SP. On the circuit side, other important logical networks, like the multiplier, should be designed in SPP form to assess the usefulness of the new technique.
APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 2. Examine the columns of w for increasing values of the indices. At least m columns must be divided, otherwise the rows of w could not be all distinct. Let g be the set of such columns. Since the rows are sorted as binary numbers, the first column c of g is m À I-canonical, hence, c c iH . Inductively assume that, among the first h columns of g, we have discovered the first j canonical columns c iH Y F F F Y c ijÀI , j h`m. This implies that the first h columns of g are all m À snormal (or canonical), I s j À P. Therefore, there must be at least one column among the remaining columns of g that is k-normal, k`m À j À P, otherwise, the rows of w cannot be all distinct. The leftmost column c with such a property is m À j À Q-canonical by the structure of the binary numbers. That is, c is the j Ith canonical column c ij . t u
Row permutations that preserve normality. For m ! P and an arbitrary k m À P, let the row indices of a normal matrix w be divided in P mÀk consecutive groups g H Y g I Y F F F Y g P mÀk ÀI , each containing P k consecutive indices. Divide the groups in consecutive quartets, each composed of g Ri Y g RiI Y g RiP Y g RiQ , H i P mÀkÀP À I. The following permutations of rows, indicated by permutations of the corresponding indices, preserve the normality of any column, hence, the normality of w:
PERM1: Vi, exchange g Ri with g RiI ; PERM2: Vi, exchange g RiI with g RiP ; PERM3: Vi, exchange g RiI with g RiQ .
Proof of Proposition 3. We prove that w is balanced, by induction on m. This is trivial for m H and m I. Let the property hold for m À I, m b I. Recall that all the columns of a normal matrix are balanced. Taking an arbitrary divided column c j , we execute proper row permutations to get c j 01, preserving the normality of w. If c j is m À I-normal and c j 01, we are done. If c j 10, permute the upper and lower P mÀI rows of w to get c j 01. This operation obviously preserves the normality of w. If c j is k`m À I-normal, we have c j v H v I F F F v P mÀk ÀI , with each subcolumn v i consisting of P k equal elements. Consider the starting quartet v H v I v P v Q of subcolumns. If v H 1 (hence, v I 0), apply PERM1. We now have: v H 0, v I 1. If v P 0 (hence, v Q 1), apply PERM2; otherwise, v P 1, v Q 0, apply PERM3. We now have: v H v I 00, v P v Q 11, and all the other quartets have been similarly permuted. c j has then become k I-normal, and the construction repeats until c j becomes m À I-normal. We then have c j 01. Since the performed permutations have preserved the normality of the matrix, w j and w" j are also normal, hence, they are balanced by induction. The above construction can be repeated for any divided column c j , hence, w is balanced. t u
Proof of Proposition 4. Let be the matrix obtained by rearranging the rows of w. We must prove that is normal. For H m P, this holds because any balanced column of one, two, or four elements is normal, as can be easily verified by inspection of all cases. For m b P, scan the columns of from left to right, to find the first three columns c r Y c s Y c t such that c r 01, c s 0101, and c t 01010101. It can be easily verified that these columns exist, since is balanced and sorted. We now prove, by induction on m, that all the other columns c j , j T rY sY t, are normal. The basis m P has been proven above. For m b P, we inductively assume that any balanced matrix of P h rows arranged in 
